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	HEADLINE: Vector developmental stage, leaf age and bacterial population in infected citrus influence acquisition of Liberibacter asiaticus
	TITLE: Factors influencing acquisition and inoculation of Candidatus Liberibacter asiaticus by Diaphorina citri
	PI: Joao Roberto Spotti Lopes
	ABSTRACT: Knowledge about factors that determine transmission efficiency of Candidatus Liberibacter asiaticus (CLas) by the Asian citrus psyllid (ACP) is important for understanding epidemiology and improving current HLB management strategies. The goal of this project is to investigate how transmission of CLas is influenced by: 1) vector developmental stage, 2) pathogen titer in source plants, 3) plant phenology, 4) inoculation access periods and 5) insecticide treatment. In study 1, we are comparing acquisition efficiency of CLas by different ACP nymphal stadia (1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th instars) and adults (1 wk old). After an acquisition access period (AAP) of 48 h on young shoots of infected (source) plants, the insects of each age treatment were first transferred to healthy citrus seedlings for a latent period of 3 wks and then submitted to real-time PCR for detection and quantification of CLas in their bodies. Results of three replications of this experiment using independent CLas-infected plants as sources indicated that nymphs of all development stadia can efficiently acquire the pathogen; adults can also acquire it, but with a lower efficiency. We are still analyzing the data to determine if bacterial multiplication in the vector and transmission efficiency were also influenced by vector age during acquisition.In study 2, we investigated the effect of leaf age (young and asymptomatic x symptomatic mature leaves) in source plants of CLas on acquisition efficiency and vector probing behavior. ACP adults acquired CLas with higher efficiency on fully-expanded young (asymptomatic) leaves (20.4% infective individuals) than on mature leaves (0%). We repeated this experiment with inclusion of a third leaf age treatment (not fully-expanded young leaves), and observed that acquisition efficiency on mature leaves was lower (6.0% infective individuals) than on fully-expanded (25.1%) or not fully-expanded (9.1%) young leaves. By comparing the probing behavior of ACP females on mature x young leaves of infected citrus by the Electrical Penetration Graph (EPG) technique, we noted that phloem ingestion was longer and more frequent on young leaves. On mature leaves, the insects spent most of the time with the stylets in the parenchyma (pathway phase) or non-probing. The higher frequency and longer duration of phloem ingestion appears to explain at least in part the higher acquisition efficiency of CLas when ACP is confined on young asymptomatic leaves.In study 3, we evaluated acquisition efficiency of CLas by ACP adults on infected citrus plants with variable pathogen population. Fifty citrus plants were graft-inoculated with Clas at the same time, and groups of five independent plants were used as source for acquisition assays at 60, 130, 145, 165, 180, 200, 235, and 280 days after inoculations (DAI). Clas was acquired by ACP from both symptomatic and asymptomatic citrus, and a positive linear relationship was observed between pathogen population within the source plant and the percentage of infective psyllid samples. Similarly, the bacteria population within the plant increased over time and became stable at 235 and 280 DAI when HLB symptoms became more evident. In 2010 we will be analyzing the transmission data of this experiment in relation to CLas population in the source plants.The results obtained so far indicate that vector control should be targeted to young shoots of citrus trees, where developing ACP nymphs can efficiently acquire the pathogen and subsequently spread the pathogen as emerging adults. Because ACP can acquire CLas on symptomless plants, vector control should be an important component in HLB management, in addition to eradication of symptomatic trees. Experiments related to studies 4 and 5 will be set up in 2010 and will help to clarify if insecticide treatment can prevent transmission.
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